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Is Windows 10 going to be like TV and be saturated with ads? 

 
 

Microsoft to double the number of ads 

in Windows 10 Start menu 
Yes. They're adverts. 'Promoted ad' is like saying 'digging implement' 

    
 By Chris Merriman@ChrisTheDJ   in the INQUIRER.com 

http://www.theinquirer.net/author/2960/chris-merriman
http://www.theinquirer.net/author/2960/chris-merriman


 

TIME TO sound the 'Oh FFS' klaxon as developers are told about a nasty little payload in the 

forthcoming Anniversary Update. 

It was explained during a presentation at the Windows Hardware Engineering Conference 

(WinHEC if you please) that the number of promoted apps (posh phrase, means adverts) in the 

Start menu of Windows will soon double. 

The presentation showed some justifications by outlining changes in the Anniversary Waltz, 

sorry, Update, due for to release at roughly the same time as Microsoft begins accepting 

compulsory donations towards the upkeep of its ad platform. 

The slide claimed that the firm will introduce users and expose them to the Windows Store and 

allow them to discover and engage with high-quality and locally relevant apps. 

That second part is important because these promoted apps, which will appear in tiles, will be 

personalised, regionalised and managed by a service that will refresh them on a regular basis. 

The difference for the end user is also that the number of static tiles in the Start menu reduces 

from 17 to 12 to make room for the new not-adverts. 

However, apparently that's a good thing because this will make OEM images smaller and 

simpler, and reduce maintenance and deployment time. Erm. Squee? 

Windows 10 is a free update, and there could be a certain level of allowance for wanting to find 

alternative revenue streams. However, given that the product will be on sale for $120 when this 

version becomes current, it's very hard not to want to hit someone with a broom. 

The good news is that, as ever, you can switch them off. The bad news is that, yet again, it's an 

intrusion that Microsoft wants us to opt out of rather than into. 

Whatever your take on them, it looks like adverts - and let's face it, promoted content is just 

another way of saying adverts - are now just a part of Windows. 

 

Did I just hit the DELETE key? 

http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2452873/windows-10-gets-bash-shell-and-linux-command-line-in-anniversary-update
http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2457361/upgategate-microsoft-pledges-to-end-windows-10-nag-screens-in-july
http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2457361/upgategate-microsoft-pledges-to-end-windows-10-nag-screens-in-july


 

7 Free Tools to Recover Deleted Files 

Category: Hard-Drives From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

Have you ever lost important files because of a finger fumble, brain freeze, software error, or 

computer crash? I know I have. But fortunately, 'deleted' doesn't always mean 'gone forever' -- 

and there are tools that can help you recover those lost files. Some of the best file recovery tools 

are free. I strongly recommend adding one or more of these to your toolbox, BEFORE you lose 

a file... 

 

How To Recover Deleted Files - For Free 

So you lost an important file. Ouch. If you simply deleted the wrong file, you can usually get it 

back by opening the Recycle Bin (on Windows) and restoring it. On a Mac, you'll look in the 

Trash Bin. Linux users, check the Trash folder. The happy secret here is that in most cases, 

deleted files really aren't gone at all. They're just moved into the Recycle/Trash bucket, and can 

be restored to their original folders with a few clicks.  

If that doesn't do the trick, here's a little secret that may help. When you delete a file, it's not 

actually removed from your computer's hard drive -- at least not right away. The operating 

system simply marks the space occupied by that file as available disk space. So unless another 

file is written to that space, it's still possible to recover it, with the use of software tools that are 

designed to scour your drive for files that are marked as 'deleted' but not actually gone. Try one 

of these free tools to do the heavy lifting.  

 

Piriform's Recuva (pronounced like "recover" with a hipster accent) will help you to find 

files and images on your Windows computer that were deleted by human error, including those 

deleted from your digital camera memory card or MP3 player. Recuva can also restore files 

deleted from the recycle bin or those that were deleted by a bug, virus or crash. This is a free 

http://askbobrankin.com/harddrives/
http://www.recuva.com/


Windows application that includes a support forum. A paid version which includes support and 

automatic updates is also available. Recuva comes from the same people that developed the 

popular CCleaner, so the reputation is rock solid. 

PhotoRec is a free undelete utility for Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. Despite the name, it 

can recover almost 400 different file formats (not just photos) including ZIP, Office 

(Word/Excel/Powerpoint), PDF, HTML, TXT, and JPEG. Photorec can recover files from a 

variety of media, including hard drives, CD/DVDs, digital camera memory cards, and USB flash 

drives. It can also be used with portable devices (including the iPod) and many digital cameras. 

Photorec doesn't even require that the drive be partitioned, formatted or mounted with a drive 

letter.  

A companion program called TESTDISK is even more powerful, with the ability to fix 

partition tables, recover deleted partitions and boot sectors, and rebuild FATs (file access table) 

and MFTs (master file table). It sounds geeky, but TESTDISK saved my bacon once when I 

thought my hard drive was completely hosed. It appeared that all my files were gone, but 

actually just the partition table was mangled. TESTDISK scanned the drive, rebuilt the partitions 

and all my files reappeared! 

More Data Recovery Tools 

Losing a file due to an accidental click or keystroke is bad enough. But losing your entire hard 

drive to a hardware failure, virus, flood or fire can be devastating. And no simple undelete utility 

will fix that. But backing up your hard drive will help in both the "Oops, I deleted a file" 

problem as well as the "Oh no... my hard drive died!" scenario. See my article Free Backup 

Software Options for tips on how to get the job done. 

Disk Drill is billed as "The most friendly data recovery app for Windows," and it claims to 

recover lost files from hard drives, flash drives, camera memory cards, and almost any other 

storage device you can throw at it. After scanning your disk for deleted files, you can filter the 

results by type (pictures, video, documents, etc.), by size, or date. An optional "protection 

service" claims to protect you from future data loss, by keeping a record of all deleted files. Also 

works on Mac computers. 

GlarySoft is a trusted source for free utility programs, and Glary Undelete is another file 

recovery program worth a look. It's easy to use, yet powerful, with support for all versions of 

Windows, and image recovery from CompactFlash, SmartMedia, MultiMedia and Secure Digital 

cards. After scanning your disk, Glary Undelete will display a list of deleted files, along with an 

estimate of the probability of successfully restoring each file. 

I'm including the EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard because I've tried other free tools from 

EaseUS, and found them to be well-designed and easy to use. The Data Recovery Wizard is free, 

and there are versions for Windows, Mac, Android mobile, and iOS (iPhone/iPad) users. The 

software guides you through the process of recovering deleted files with clear instructions, and 

provides the ability to search for specific file types. Only 2 GB of data can be recovered with the 

free version. 

http://www.cgsecurity.org/wiki/PhotoRec
http://www.cgsecurity.org/wiki/TestDisk
http://askbobrankin.com/free_backup_software.html
http://askbobrankin.com/free_backup_software.html
http://www.cleverfiles.com/disk-drill-windows.html
http://www.glarysoft.com/glary-undelete/
http://www.easeus.com/datarecoverywizard/free-data-recovery-software.htm


 

FreeUndelete has no charge for personal usage, although they charge for businesses. The 

program is spyware and adware free, works on Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, and can restore 

files from your Recycle Bin or NTFS, FAT32 or FAT16 hard drives. Once recovered, they will 

be saved in a new user-selected location to prevent overwriting files. 

And if you work with external media, Recovery Toolbox for CD Free can recover data from 

damaged or corrupted CD, DVD, HD-DVD and Blu-ray discs. The same company also makes a 

variety of other data recovery tools, including Recovery Toolbox for Outlook, Outlook Express, 

Word, Excel, Zip and other applications to recover damaged or deleted data. They're not free, but 

you can get a free trial to see if it'll do the job. 

Do it Now... 

Obviously, all of these tools are most useful if you install them BEFORE you lose the data, 

because downloading a file can possibly overwrite the very file(s) you want to recover. I 

recommend that you check out a few and download them to a flash drive or other portable 

storage, so you'll be ready in case you do need to recover lost files. Oh, and did I mention that if 

you backup your hard drive, you won't need ANY of these tools? (See the sidebar above for 

some backup tips.) 

Do you have a favorite deleted file recovery tool? Have you tried any of the above? Post a 

comment and let us know 

 

 

 

 From “the INQUIER    INQ Weekly”. 

Samsung wins the race for the first 

256GB microSD card 
V-NAND make it all better 

http://www.officerecovery.com/freeundelete/
http://www.recoverytoolbox.com/cd.html


 

 

SAMSUNG HAS beaten rivals to the punch with the device your other devices have been 

waiting for: a 256GB microSD card. 

The Samsung Evo Plus 256GB is, for now at least, the highest capacity in its class, beating 

200GB offerings from SanDisk and more recently Lexar. 

The EVO Plus 256GB is capable of comfortable recording and playback of 4K content, and can 

hold a full 12 hours of UHD video or 33 hours of 1080p. You want more? OK, 55,200 photos or 

23,500 MP3 files or combinations thereof. 

Speedwise, it offers a UHS-1 Class 10 U3 compatibility with 95MBps read and 90MBps write, 

putting it on a par with existing 200GB offerings. This makes it squarely capable of coping with 

virtual reality content and gaming. 

“With the upward trend of consumers using high-performance, high-capacity mobile devices, our 

new, V-NAND-based 256GB microSD card solution allows us to deliver the memory card 

consumers have been craving,” said Un-Soo Kim, senior vice president of brand product 

marketing for Samsung Electronics' memory business. 

“Our EVO Plus 256GB microSD card will provide consumers with large capacity, and high read 

and write speeds. We are excited to offer our customers convenient and seamless multimedia 

experiences when they access, store and share all of the content they create and capture.” 

The card is water, temperature, x-ray and magnet proof, and is offered with a full 10-year 

warranty, meaning it will outlast most devices it is used with. 

There's no UK price yet, but the US recommended price is $249.99 so don't expect much change 

from £250 here. The Evo Plus 256GB will be released simultaneously in more than 50 countries 

next month. 

http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2397621/sandisk-200gb-microsd-card-is-not-much-use-to-samsung-galaxy-s6-users
http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2452362/lexar-offers-200gb-microsd-card-aimed-at-happy-snappers


We'll make a guess that rivals will follow suit before the end of the summer. Our original hope of 

a 1TB microSD by the end of the year might be a bit optimistic, but it still represents a heck of a 

jump for those who like to keep their files on-device.  

 

 

Quote of the month! 

 

I don't believe in astrology. I am a Sagittarius and we're very 

skeptical. 

~ Arthur C. Clarke 

 


